Zebra Device Tracker 6.1
Release Notes – December 2023

Highlights

- The paired Bluetooth scanner and its connection state is now displayed in the Mobile Device dashboard and device details screen in the web portal.
- Managers and administrators can now receive End of Day email reports of connected accessories.
- Introducing the new Productivity dashboard in the web portal, providing a graphical representation of Device Tracker's efficiency in tracking and locating devices.

Device Support

- **Device Tracker** – No new device support. See the Zebra Support Portal for a list of supported devices.
- **Enterprise Login Screen** (ELS) – Supported on a small set of device OS versions. Learn more.

New Features

- The Mobile Devices dashboard and device details screen in the web portal now includes a new column that displays the paired Bluetooth scanner and its connection state. The exported CSV file also contains this Bluetooth scanner information.
- Managers and admins can now opt to receive daily email summaries on connected accessories and their associated devices at the end of each day.
- The new Productivity dashboard in the web portal graphically tracks key device metrics - comparing lost versus found devices over time and displaying the average duration devices stay lost and recovery time for locating them. Site-specific and company-wide data is displayed for side-by-side comparison.

Resolved Issues

- Fixed a UI issue where the value in the “Last User” column overlapped with the value in the “Status” column in the Mobile Devices dashboard in the web portal.
- When licenses are renewed before expiration, the web portal now consistently displays an accurate license count.

Known Issues

- When accessing the Single Sign On (SSO) settings page in the web portal, the Passcode section takes longer than normal to load values.
Important Links

- About Zebra Device Tracker
- Zebra Device Tracker Setup
- Zebra Device Tracker Licensing

About Zebra Device Tracker

Device Tracker is a cloud-hosted software solution used to track Zebra Android mobile devices, find missing devices, and help prevent device inventory shrinkage. The Device Tracker Solution is comprised of:

**Device Tracker Cloud Server** that is Zebra managed. All devices deployed with the Device Tracker Client Software will communicate with and provide data to the server so that the Administrators, Site Managers, and Associates can manage the availability and accessibility of their devices.

**Device Tracker Client Software** that runs on all Zebra Android Mobile devices that are tracked. It enables the client device to send location updates to the Device Tracker cloud-server which enables finding lost devices by utilizing the BLE beaconing system and remote alarms on the lost device.